Abstract. In this paper, we consider a simple form of expansion history of Universe referred to as the hybrid expansion law − a product of power-law and exponential type of functions. The ansatz by construction mimics the power-law and de Sitter cosmologies as special cases but also provides an elegant description of the transition from deceleration to cosmic acceleration. We point out the Brans-Dicke realization of the cosmic history under consideration. We construct potentials for quintessence, phantom and tachyon fields, which can give rise to the hybrid expansion law in general relativity. We investigate observational constraints on the model with hybrid expansion law applied to late time acceleration as well as to early Universe a la nucleosynthesis.
Introduction
Since the first observation on late time cosmic acceleration in 1998 [1, 2] , attempts have been made to understand the cause of this remarkable phenomenon within the framework of Einstein general relativity and beyond it. Broadly, the model building undertaken in the literature to capture the essential features of cosmological dynamics can be classified in two categories: Models based on dark energy [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10] and scenarios related to modified theories of gravity [11, 12] .
The candidates of dark energy include cosmological constant and a variety of scalar field models; the latter were invoked to alleviate the problems associated with cosmological constant. Unfortunately, the scalar field models are plagued with similar problems. The models based upon modified theories of gravity are faced with challenges posed by the local physics. Large scale modification of gravity essentially involves extra degree(s) of freedom which might influence local physics where Einstein theory of gravity is in excellent agreement with observations. One then needs to invoke mass screening mechanisms to hide these degrees of freedom. To be fair, these scenarios do not perform better then the ones based upon dark energy. As for the latter, one can reconstruct the cosmic history referring to FRW background or by making use of the growth of perturbations on small scales. Given a priori a cosmic history specifying either the equation of state (EoS) or the scale factor a, one can always construct a scalar field potential which would mimic the desired result [13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20] . Similar reconstruction can be carried out in scalar tensor theories.
On phenomenological grounds, a number of parametrization schemes have been investigated with the requirement of their theoretical consistency and observational viability. In particular, parametrization of EoS/Hubble parameter/pressure have been extensively used in the literature [21, 22, 23, 24] . The dynamics of realistic Universe is described by an EoS parameter which behaves differently at different epochs. For instance, in general relativistic description of the dynamics of the spatially flat RW spacetime, the fluids with constant EoS parameter w > −1 give rise to a power-law expansion (a ∝ t The realistic Universe should be dominated by stiff fluid (which was suggested as the most probable EoS for describing the very early Universe [25, 26] ), radiation, pressureless matter and cosmological constant (or a fluid exhibiting a similar behavior with the cosmological constant in the present Universe) respectively as it evolves. In other words, the EoS parameter of the effective fluid (ρ eff = ρ i ) that drives the expansion of Universe will not be yielding a constant EoS, once we consider a mixture of fluids with different EoS parameters at different epochs.
A variety of scalar field models including quintessence, K-essence, tachyons and phantoms investigated in the literature can give rise to a time dependent EoS parameter a la dynamical dark energy. Hence, the trajectory of the evolution of the DP would be dependent on the characteristics of the dark energy model. For instance, in most of the scalar field dark energy models, the effective EoS parameter of the dark energy evolves from w = 1 to w = −1 so that the DP of the Universe evolves from q = 2 to q = −1 in general relativity. However, different scalar field models would realize this by following different trajectories depending on the type of scalar field and the potential that describes the field.
In this paper we would like to investigate if a simple ansatz obtained by multiplying power-law and exponential law, which we call hybrid expansion law, could be successful in explaining the observed Universe. We point out the realization of such an expansion in Brans-Dicke theory in the presence of dust and also construct the scalar field models that can drive such an expansion law in the framework of general theory of relativity. We confront the model under consideration with the latest observational data and discuss the results in the context of the late time cosmic acceleration. We further investigate the model with reference to Big Bang Nucleosynthesis (BBN), Baryonic Acoustic Oscillation (BAO) and Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB). Finally, we summarize the findings of the paper, and discuss the issues and future directions related to the ansatz considered in this study.
Hybrid expansion law in Robertson-Walker spacetime
In what follows, we shall consider the following ansatz referred to, hereafter, as hybrid expansion law (HEL):
where α and β are non-negative constants. Further, a 0 and t 0 respectively denote the scale factor and age of the Universe today. The cosmological parameters; Hubble parameter, DP and jerk parameter are respectively given by:
In particular cases, one obviously obtains power-law and exponential expansion from (1) choosing α = 0 and β = 0 respectively. It is evident that one may choose the constants such that the power-law term dominates over the exponential term in the early Universe, namely, at the time scales of the primordial nucleosynthesis (t ∼ 10 2 second). Accordingly, for t ∼ 0, the cosmological parameters approximate to the following:
Similarly, the exponential term dominates at late times, such that in the limit t → ∞ we have
It may be observed that the parameter α determines the initial kinematics of the Universe while the very late time kinematics of the Universe is determined by the parameter β. When α and β both are non-zero, Universe evolves with variable DP given by (3) and the transition from deceleration to acceleration takes place at
, which puts α in the range 0 < α < 1.
In the next section, we shall focus on HEL realization in the framework of Brans-Dicke theory while in the following section we shall study the corresponding effective fluid as well as single scalar field reconstruction in general theory of relativity. While doing these investigations, inspired by the inflationary scenarios, we shall consider only the spatially homogeneous and isotropic RW spacetime as the background geometry for describing the Universe.
Hybrid expansion law from Brans-Dicke theory
As it is demonstrated in Ref. [11] , it is always possible to carry out reconstruction program in the framework of scalar-tensor theory giving rise to a desired cosmic history. However, in what follows, we directly show that the particular case α = 2 3 of HEL is a particular solution of the Brans-Dicke field equations in the presence of dust fluid.
The action for the Jordan-Brans-Dicke (Brans-Dicke in Jordan frame) theory can be given as
where S M is the matter action, ϕ is the Jordan field and ω is the Brans-Dicke coupling parameter/constant. The field equations obtained from this action for spatially flat RW spacetime are as follows:
where ρ and p are the energy density and pressure of matter, respectively. This system consists of three differential equations (8)-(10) that should be satisfied by four unknown functions of a, ϕ, ρ and p and therefore is not fully determined. At this point, considering the fact that cold dark matter (CDM) and ordinary matter have zero pressure, we further assume
as an additional constraint to fully determine the system. For the particular case ω = − 4 3 , the solution of the system is (with the adjustment a(t) = 0 at t = 0)
and ρ = c 1 2 c 2 8
where c 1 , c 2 and c 3 are integration constants. We note that the scale factor we obtained here in (12) corresponds to the particular case α = 2 3 of our HEL ansatz. It behaves as a ∼ t 2 3 at t ∼ 0 and evolves towards the exponential expansion monotonically with the passage of time as in the ΛCDM cosmology, but follows a different evolution trajectory. Thus the HEL, we used at the beginning in ad hoc way, can be motivated by Brans-Dicke theory of gravity. As a side remark, we notice that the values |ω| ∼ 1 of the Brans-Dicke parameter may be motivated by string theories, namely, the low energy string effective action corresponds to ω = −1. Interestingly, the value ω = − 4 3 that we used above for the particular solution, corresponds to the four-dimensional spacetime with 0-brane (d = 1) in the d-branes string model [27, 28] .
However, we should point out that Brans-Dicke theory with parameter |ω| ∼ 1 would be in conflict with observations in the solar system. One then requires to implement chameleon mechanism to satisfy local physics constraints. One needs to enlarge the framework by invoking the field potential such that the mass of the field gets heavy in high density regime thereby escaping its detection locally. However, we shall not deal with these issues here.
The effective fluid in general relativity
The behavior of the scale factor under consideration in this paper was studied in the context of inflation in the early Universe by Parsons and Barrow in Ref. [29] (where a simple mathematical method for generating new inflationary solutions of Einstein's field equations from old ones was provided). They pointed out that the Einstein's field equations in the presence of self-interacting scalar field are invariant under constant rescaling of the scalar field, and then they generated the HEL behavior from power-law expansion. They also showed that such an expansion of the Universe can be represented as a Friedmann Universe in the presence of imperfect fluid that can be described by an EoS parameter of a perfect fluid with an added constant bulk viscous stress. In this paper, on the other hand, we study HEL expansion in the context of the history of the Universe after the inflation took place, and mainly investigate whether this law could be used for describing the evolution of the Universe starting from the radiation-or matter-dominated Universe to the currently accelerating Universe. Accordingly, we next discuss the effective fluid by interpreting it as a mixture of different sources that would lead to the HEL expansion in general relativity in Section 4.1. We also study the single scalar field realization of the HEL expansion in Section 4.2.
Effective fluid as a mixture of different sources
In general relativity, one can always introduce an effective source that gives rise to a given expansion law. Accordingly, we obtain the energy density and EoS parameter of the effective source, which is assumed to describe the mixture of different types of sources such as matter, radiation and dark energy in general relativity. Hence, using the ansatz (1) in the Friedmann equations in general relativity, we obtain the energy density and the EoS parameter of the effective fluid as follows:
The EoS parameter of the effective fluid starts with w eff = −1 + 2 3α at t = 0, and evolves to w eff → −1 as t → ∞. One may observe that α is the parameter that allows us to determine the effective fluid at early epochs. Accordingly, choosing α = 1 3 we can set a beginning with a stiff fluid domination, i.e., w eff = 1 at t ∼ 0 for the Universe, and choosing α = . In this study, the value of α is not fixed to a certain value, but is left as a free parameter to be constrained using the latest data from H(z) and SN Ia observations. Hence, the observational constraints on α shall determine the starting era of Universe within the framework of HEL model, while the ΛCDM model describes the Universe starting from the matter-dominated era. If it is found that α ∼ 1 2 , then the effective fluid may be interpreted as a mixture of radiation, matter and dark energy, and be written as ρ eff = ρ r + ρ m + ρ DE , where ρ r ∝ a −4 and ρ m ∝ a −3 stand for the radiation, matter (baryonic matter+CDM) constituents respectively, and ρ DE stands for the unknown dark energy source that gives rise to HEL expansion together with radiation and matter. In this case, HEL model may be considered as a candidate for describing the Universe starting from the radiation dominated era, and hence one can further investigate the HEL model by discussing the primordial nucleosynthesis times, and checking whether the matter-dominated era would be recovered properly or not. On the other hand, if it is found that α ∼ 3 2 , then the effective fluid may be interpreted as a mixture of matter and dark energy, and be written as ρ eff = ρ m + ρ DE , like in the ΛCDM model for which dark energy is given by cosmological constant Λ. Hence, in this case, HEL model may be considered as a candidate for describing the Universe starting from the matter-dominated era as in the ΛCDM model.
We note here that the dark energy fluid can be obtained by subtracting the known constituents (such as matter and radiation) from the effective fluid. We shall stick to this approach in our discussions that follow the observational analysis. On the other hand, it might be interesting and useful to see the single scalar field correspondence of the HEL expansion before doing the observational analysis.
Effective fluid as a single scalar field
We can always construct a scalar field Lagrangian which can mimic a given expansion law. Accordingly, in this section, assuming that the effective energy density and EoS parameter given in (13) correspond to a single scalar field, we obtain the potentials for the quintessence, tacyhon and phantom fields, which are the most commonly considered scalar field candidates for dark energy. One can use these potentials for describing dark energy sources.
Quintessence field correspondence
Most of the dark energy studies are carried out within the quintessence paradigm of a slowly rolling canonical scalar field with a potential. Therefore, we first consider the quintessence realization of the HEL. The energy density and pressure of the quintessence minimally coupled to gravity can be given by
where φ is the canonical scalar field with a potential V (φ). Using these with the HEL ansatz (1), we obtain
where φ 1 is the integration constant. The potential as a function of the scalar field φ is then given by the following expression:
where
. One may observe that this potential can be seen as the summation of three different potentials, i.e., a constant potential and two exponential potentials. Choosing α = 0 the potential reduces to a constant, hence to a cosmological constant, that would give rise to exponential expansion. Choosing β = 0, the potential reduces to a single exponential potential that would give rise to power-law expansion (see for instance [30] ) and may describe a matter field with a constant EoS parameter. For α = 0 = β, on the other hand, the potential contains a constant on the left, an exponential potential in the middle and an additional potential term depending on both α and β, which may be interpreted as an interaction term between the first two potentials.
One may observe that the condition for non-negativity of the potential is α ≥ 
Tachyon field correspondence
Quintessence paradigm relies on the potential energy of scalar fields to drive the late time acceleration of the Universe. On the other hand, it is also possible to relate the late time acceleration of the Universe with the kinetic term of the scalar field by relaxing its canonical kinetic term. This idea is known as k-essence [31] . In this section we are interested in a special case of k-essence that is known as Tachyon. Tachyon fields can be taken as a particular case of k-essence models with Dirac-Born-Infeld (DBI) action and can also be motivated by string theory [32, 33] . It has been of interest to the dark energy studies due to its EoS parameter w =φ 2 − 1 that evolves smoothly from 0 to -1 [34, 35, 36] .
In case of Tachyon field, the energy density and pressure read as
where φ is the Tachyon field with potential V (φ). Using these with the HEL ansatz (1), we find
where φ 2 is an integration constant. The tachyon potential that drives the HEL Universe is given by
We see that the tachyon potential is real subject to the condition α ≥ . Also the EoS parameter w =φ 2 − 1 in this case varies from 0 to −1, as it should be for the tachyon field, during the evolution of Universe.
Phantom field correspondence
Quintessence and tacyhon fields considered in the previous two subsections can yield EoS paremeters w ≥ −1. However, the observations at present allow slight phantom values for the EoS parameter, i.e., w < −1 [37, 38, 39, 40] . In case, this is confirmed by future observations, the latter might have far reaching consequences for the fate of Universe. It is thus interesting to examine the phantom dynamics. Sources behaving as a phantom field can arise in braneworlds, Brans-Dicke scalar-tensor gravity and may be motivated from S-brane constructions in string theory [41, 42, 43, 44, 45] . On the other hand, the phantom energy, in general, can be simply described by a scalar field with a potential V (φ) like the quintessence dark energy but with a negative kinetic term [46] . Accordingly, the energy density and pressure of the phantom field are respectively given by
where φ is the phantom field with potential V (φ).
In case of the phantom scenario, the HEL ansatz (1) must be slightly modified in order to acquire self consistency. In particular, we rescale time as t → t s − t, where t s is a sufficiently positive reference time. Thus, the HEL ansatz (1) becomes
and the Hubble parameter, its time derivative and DP read as
We observe that α < 0 leads to q < 0 (acceleration) andḢ > 0 (super acceleration). Also the scale factor and Hubble parameter diverge as t → t s and thus exposing the Universe to Big Rip. Further, we find
where φ 3 is an integration constant. The phantom potential in terms of the phantom field reads as
where φ 0 = φ 3 + √ −2α ln(t s − t 0 ). In the phantom HEL cosmology, we find that at late times w = −1 + 2 3α , which lies below the phantom divide line (w = −1) for α < 0 as expected.
The aforesaid discussion shows that HEL finds simple expressions in models of scalar fields and provides a simple way of transition from acceleration to deceleration. In case of phantom field alone, we are in the phase of super acceleration and cannot cross the phantom divide line (w = −1) in a single field model. We then need to tune phantom field such that it remains sub-dominant during matter phase and shows up only at late times. In case of quintessence and tachyon, the field can formally mimic dark matter like behavior which is impossible in case of a phantom field.
Observational constraints on HEL cosmology from H(z)+SN Ia data
For observational purposes, we use the following relation between scale factor and redshift:
Invoking HEL (1) into the above equation and solving for t, we have
where The Hubble parameter in terms of redshift for the HEL cosmology reads as
where H 0 = α+β t0 . We see that the parameter space of HEL cosmology consists of three parameters namely α, β and H 0 to be constrained by the observations.
The authors of Ref. [47] obtained nine H(z) data points from the relative dating of 32 passively evolving galaxies. Using the BAO peak position as a standard ruler in the radial direction, H(z) was estimated for z = 0.24 and z = 0.45 in Ref. [48] . Two determinations for H(z) were given in Ref. [49] using red-envelope galaxies while a reliable sample of eight H(z) points was derived in Ref. [50] using the differential spectroscopic evolution of early-type galaxies as a function of redshift. The authors of Ref. [51] presented four H(z) points adopting the differential age method and utilizing selected 17832 luminous red galaxies from Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) Data Release Seven. We compile all the 25 H(z) data points spanning in the redshift range 0.07 < z < 1.750 in Table 1 . It may, however, be noted that though the H(z) data points derived from different methods/sources are frequently used in the literature for constraining cosmological parameters but these are prone to systematics. Following the methodology given in Ref. [52] , we utilize these 25 observational H(z) data points in addition to the SN Ia Union2.1 sample [53] that contains 580 SN Ia data points spanning in the redshift range 0.015 < z < 1.414 for constraining the parameters of HEL cosmology. We use the Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) method, whose code is based on the publicly available package cosmoMC [54] , for the data analyses. We have also constrained the standard ΛCDM model parameters with the same observational data sets of H(z) and SN Ia for the sake of comparison with the HEL models (See Appendix A for the dynamics of the ΛCDM cosmology). In Table 3 , we give the values of the cosmological parameters with the 1σ errors that we obtained using the HEL and ΛCDM models, viz., age of the present Universe t 0 ; Hubble constant H 0 , current values of the DP q 0 and jerk parameter j 0 , time passed since the accelerating expansion started t 0 − t tr , redshift of the onset of the accelerating expansion z tr , energy density ρ 0 and the EoS parameter w 0 of the effective fluid at the present epoch of evolution of the Universe. We also give χ Table 3 to compare the success of the models on fitting the data. We notice that both the models fit observational data with a great success but the ΛCDM model fits the data slightly better than the HEL model does.
Next, for comparing the ΛCDM and HEL models we make use of statistical tools such as Akaike Information Criterion (AIC), Kullback Information Criterion (KIC) and Bayes Information Criterion (BIC) , which are commonly used in modern cosmology for model selection among competing models. For instance, in a recent paper [55] , Melia and Maier used these information criteria to compare ΛCDM model and R h = ct Universe. The three information criteria are defined as follows (see Ref. [55] and references therein for details): where k is number of model parameters and n is number of data used in fitting. A model with lower value of AIC, KIC or BIC is considered to be closest to the real model. So these information criteria provide relative evidence of better model among the models under consideration. Further, the difference of the AIC values of two models is denoted by ∆AIC. A rule of thumb used in the literature is that if ∆AIC 2, the evidence is weak; if ∆AIC ≈ 3 or ≈ 4, it is mildly strong and in case ∆AIC 5, it is quite strong. Similar rule of thumb is followed for testing the strength of evidence while dealing with KIC. In case of BIC, the evidence is judged positive for the values of ∆BIC between 2 and 6. A value of greater than 6 indicates strong evidence. In the case in hand, we have two models namely ΛCDM and HEL. The corresponding values of AIC, KIC and BIC are given in Table 3 . We immediately find that ∆AIC = 2.66, ∆KIC = 3.66 and ∆BIC = 7.06. These figures from H(z)+SN Ia data only suggest that ΛCDM model is favored over the HEL model. One may see that AIC does not offer a strong evidence against the HEL model. However, the HEL model pays penalty in KIC and BIC cases because it carries one additional parameter in comparison to the ΛCDM model. We note all the cosmological parameters related with the present day Universe as well as with the onset of the acceleration given in Table 3 for the HEL and ΛCDM models are consistent within the 1σ confidence level. Only exception is that the present values of the jerk parameter do not coincide in the two models within the 1σ confidence level. However, we should recall that jerk parameter is determined to be a constant j ΛCDM = 1 in ΛCDM, and hence doesn't involve error, while it is function of time with two free parameters α and β in the HEL model. We additionally note that jerk parameter involves the third time derivative of the scale factor, and consequently it is constrained observationally rather weakly [56, 57, 58, 59, 60, 61, 62] . Hence, we are not able to decide which model describes the expansion of the Universe well considering the jerk parameter. It is, on the other hand, a very useful parameter to see how the HEL model deviates from the ΛCDM model. In accordance with this at the end of this section, we shall also compare the evolution trajectories of the HEL and ΛCDM models in the plane of DP and jerk parameter.
In Table 4 , we give the values of some important cosmological parameters with 1σ errors for the HEL and ΛCDM models at three different epochs: early epoch (z → ∞), present epoch (z = 0) and future epoch (z → −1). One may see that both the models exhibit similar behaviors at the present and future epochs. Table 4 : Mean values and asymptotic limits with 1σ errors of various parameters pertaining to the HEL and ΛCDM models. Regarding past of the Universe in the ΛCDM model, we emphasize that the z → ∞ limit of the ΛCDM model is already determined as the dust dominated Universe in general relativity, and in fact this model can be used for describing the actual Universe for redshift values less than z ∼ 3400. On the other hand, it is interesting that the predicted early Universe (q z→∞ ∼ 1 and w z→∞ ∼ In the aforesaid, we observed and discussed the particular values of the cosmological parameters in HEL and ΛCDM models for the present Universe and for two extremes z → ∞ and z → −1. Next, we would like to conclude this section by comparing the continuous evolution of these models. A very useful way of comparing and distinguishing different cosmological models, that have similar kinematics, is to plot the evolution trajectories of the {q, j} and {j, s} pairs. Here, q and j have the usual meaning and s is a parameter defined as
In the above definition s, there is by Sahni et al. [56] . This is to avoid the divergence of the parameter s when the HEL model passes through q = 1 or q = 1 2 as done in Ref. [52] . The parameter s was originally introduced to characterize the properties of dark energy, and hence the evolution of the Universe was considered starting from dust dominated era in general relativity, which gives q = 1 2 and j = 1. However, in accordance with the HEL model, here we are also interested in the possibility of describing the Universe starting from primordial nucleosynthesis times, where the expansion of the Universe can be best described by q ∼ 1. Accordingly, using (3) and (4) in (28) we get
for the HEL model. We plot evolution trajectories of the HEL and ΛCDM models in the j − q plane in Fig. 2(a) and in the j − s plane in Fig. 2(b) in the range −1 ≤ q < 1 by considering the mean values of the model parameters given in Table 3 from observations. For comparison, we include also some alternatives to the ΛCDM model such as the Galileon, Chaplygin Gas and DGP models (for these models see [63] and references therein) in the figures. The arrows on the curves show the direction of evolution and the dots on the curves represent the present values of the corresponding {q, j} and {j, s} pairs while the black dots show the matter dominated phases of the models.
We observe that all the models have different evolution trajectories but the values of q, j and s do not deviate a lot in different models for q 0.5 and are destined to the same future (de Sitter Universe). We note that only in the HEL model, the actual Universe can be described down to the BBN times of the Universe. In Figure 2 (b), we observe that all trajectories except the one related to HEL model are closed curves, namely they start and end at point {j, s} = {1, 0}. In the HEL model, on the other hand, the evolution trajectory does not start at {j, s} = {1, 0}. . In both panels, the Green curve corresponds to the HEL model. Red, Cyan, Magenta and Blue curves correspond to ΛCDM, DGP, Chaplygin gas and Galileon models respectively. The arrows on the curves show the direction of evolution. The dots on the curves represent the present values of the corresponding (s, j) or (q, j) pair while the black dots show the matter dominated phases of the models. The dark red dot on the radiation-dominated line corresponds to the HEL model. Thus, it starts from the radiation-dominated phase and evolves to de Sitter phase while all other models under consideration evolve from the SCDM phase to the de Sitter phase.
Further investigations of the HEL model
In the following, using the values of the model parameters obtained from the 25 + 580 data points from the latest H(z) and SN Ia compilations spanning in the redshift range 0.015 < z < 1.750 in the previous section, we discuss whether the HEL model makes successful predictions for high redshift values (z ∼ 10 9 − 10 8 ) considering BBN in Section 6.1, for low redshift values (z ∼ 0) considering BAO in Section 6.2 and then for intermediate redshift values considering, particularly, CMB in Section 6.3.
BBN test
It is showed in Section 5 that HEL law predicts the value of the DP at z → ∞, i.e., in the early Universe, as q z→∞ = 1.049 ± 0.590 (1σ), which can be maintained by the presence of an effective fluid that yields an EoS parameter w z→∞ = 0.364 ± 0.393 in general relativity. It is interesting that this predicted early Universe in the HEL model using the cosmological data related with the present day Universe is in good agreement with our conventional expectations on the early Universe, viz., it should have been dominated by radiation (w ∼ 1 3 ) and expanding with a DP q ∼ 1. Hence, we first discuss the early Universe prediction in the HEL model which can be done through the BBN processes that occur at redshift range z ∼ 10 9 − 10 8 (when the temperature ranges from T ∼ 1 MeV to T ∼ 0.1 MeV and the age of the Universe varies from t ∼ 1 s to t ∼ 3 min). 4 He mass ratio
nn+np (here n4 He , n n and n p are the number densities of the neutrons, protons and 4 He respectively) is a very useful tool for studying the expansion rate of the Universe at the time of BBN, since it is very sensitive to temperature and hence to the expansion rate of the Universe at the time neutron-proton ratio freezes-out. In the standard BBN (SBBN) for which it is assumed that the standard model of particle physics is valid (i.e., there are three families of neutrinos N ν ≈ 3) and that the effective EoS of the physical content of the Universe during that time interval can be described by p = ρ/3, which gives the expansion rate of the Universe as H SBBN = 0.5 t through the Friedmann equations. We can utilize a good approximation for a primordial 4 He mass fraction in the range 0.22 Y p 0.27 given by Steigman [64, 65] to predict Y p values for non-standard expansion rates during BBN. Accordingly, if the assumption of the SBBN model expansion rate is relaxed, both BBN and CMB will be affected and the approximation to Y p in this case is given as follows:
where S = H/H SBBN is the ratio of the expansion rate to the standard expansion rate and η 10 = 10 10 n B /n γ is the ratio of baryons to photons in a comoving volume. We can safely ignore the term η 10 − 6 since observations give η 10 ∼ 6 and it is hundred times less effective than the term S − 1. One may check that in the HEL model
is a very good approximation. Hence, (30) can safely be written as
for the HEL model. Note that S = 2α and SBBN is recovered provided that S = 2α = 1. Using this equation with the value α = 0.488 Table 2 , that is obtained using the H(z)+SNe Ia data, we find that the predicted 4 He abundance in the HEL model is
We note that this value covers both the SBBN value prediction Y SBBN p = 0.2485 ± 0.0006 and also the most recent observational value Y p = 0.2534 ± 0.0083 [66] that is obtained from the spectroscopic observations of the chemical abundances in metal-poor H II regions, an independent method for estimating the primordial helium abundance.
We should also examine if the age of the Universe was less than the lifetime of the free neutrons (τ n ∼ 887 s) when the deuterium bottleneck would be broken, i.e., the CMB temperature drops down to T ∼ 80 keV. Otherwise the BBN model would not work properly and then our prediction given in (33) would not be valid. This can be done using the standard relation between the CBR temperature T and the scale factor a of the Universe in the HEL model:
where η stands for any non-adiabatic expansion due to entropy production. In standard cosmology, the instantaneous e ± annihilation is assumed at T = m e . The heating due to this annihilation is accounted by η where η = 1 for T < m e while η = (11/4) 1/3 for T > m e . It is enough for us to check whether the time scales are consistent and hence we simply consider η = 1. Now using age of the present Universe in HEL model from Table 3 and the present temperature of the Universe T 0 ∼ = 2.352 × 10 −4 eV (T 0 = 2.728 K) [67] , we find that the temperature T ≈ 80 keV was reached when the age of the Universe was t T =80 keV = 3.4969 ± 39.3281 seconds.
We note that this value is less than τ n ∼ 887 seconds and also very close to ∼ 1 minute, the time scale that is expected for T = 80 keV in the conventional SBBN scenario. It is interesting that using the cosmological data related with the expansion rate of the present day Universe (spanning in the redshift range 0.015 < z < 1.750), we predicted the dynamics of the early Universe in the BBN epoch (z ∼ 10 9 − 10 8 ) with a great success. This shows that although the HEL model fits the H(z)+SNe Ia data with a slightly less success compared to ΛCDM model, it has an advantage of describing the history of the Universe starting from the BBN epoch to the present day Universe whereas ΛCDM as well as many other dark energy models can describe the Universe only starting from the dust dominated epoch of the Universe.
BAO test
BAO observations provide a completely independent way from the supernova observations for investigating the expansion properties of the universe at low redshift values and give us the opportunity to compare and test the predictions of cosmological models at different redshift values. The imprint of the primordial baryon-photon acoustic oscillations in the matter power spectrum provides a standard ruler via the dimensionless quantity [68, 69] 
The BAO data set from the current surveys 6dFGS [70] , SDSS [71] , and WiggleZ [72] spanning in the redshift range 0.106 < z < 0.73, is shown in Table 5 , where we also give the predicted A HEL (z) and A ΛCDM (z) for the HEL and ΛCDM models respectively using the values for the parameters that we constrained using H(z)+SN Ia data (see Table 2 ). We observe that the predicted A HEL (z) and A ΛCDM (z) values are consistent with each other as well as with the values from the BAO surveys. 
CMB test
It is well known that the Universe should have transited from radiation-to matter-dominated era at z ∼ 3400, and the recombination that leads to photon decoupling should have taken place at z ∼ 1100 in the matter dominated era, i.e., where w ≃ 0. This process should be achieved properly in a realistic description of the history of the Universe. A plot of the evolution of the effective EoS parameter in terms of redshift may be useful for a discussion in this respect. We plot the effective EoS parameters of HEL model (green curves) and ΛCDM model (red curves) versus redshift for 0 < z < 10 4 in Figure 3 . The solid green and red curves correspond to the mean values of the EoS parameters while the shaded regions between the dotted curves are 1σ error regions. We note first that there is, at high redshift values, a broad error region in HEL model but almost negligible respectively.
error region in the ΛCDM model. In the later model, the error region shrinks as z increases since the matter domination is the only possible past in this model. In the HEL model, on the other hand, the error region broadens as z increases because error of the parameter α (determines essentially the early Universe) is larger than that of the parameter β (determines essentially the late Universe) (see Table 2 and eqns. (5) and (6)).
We note that the mean value of the effective EoS parameter vanishes at z ∼ 2.5 and remains almost firm at value ∼ 1 3 for the red-shift values higher than z ∼ 12. This is obviously not in favor of the HEL model. On the other hand, within 1σ error region, it excludes neither a start with matter dominated era nor a start with radiation dominated era at z ∼ 1100. However, this is because of the weaker constraints (larger error) on the parameter α from H(z)+SN Ia data. We would evade this error completely by setting α = 1 2 so that w ∼ = 1 3 at z ∼ 10 8 − 10 9 in accordance with the SBBN. However, in this case, although the HEL model could describe the times of the BBN (z ∼ 10 8 − 10 9 ) as well as the present times z ∼ 0 successfully, it would not accommodate the matter dominated era properly, and hence would face complications with the CMB tests.
A simple CMB test of the model may be done through the CMB shift parameter defined, in a spatially flat Universe, as
where Ω m is the usual matter density parameter at the present time Universe, and the integral term is the comoving distance of the redshift z dec at decoupling in a spatially flat Universe. This parameter describes the scaled distance to recombination, and is a useful tool for constraining and comparing models, which do not deviate lot from ΛCDM model [73, 74, 69] . We adopt z dec = 1090 for consistency with the latest observations (e.g., Planck experiment [75] ) in our calculations. Using Ω m = 0.29
−0.02 (the value obtained from the H(z)+SN Ia data in our study and consistent with Planck experiment), we find R ΛCDM = 1.73 ± 0.07 for the ΛCDM model. In HEL model, we do not have explicit contribution from matter but we make use of the flat value Ω m = 0.29 since the ΛCDM and HEL models behave very close to each other at z ∼ 0 (see Figure 3 and Table  4 ). Accordingly, using the values for the parameters α and β from Table 2 , we find R HEL = 1.32 ± 0.71. The shift parameter we found for the ΛCDM model is consistent with the measured value R Planck = 1.744 ± 0.011 in the Planck experiment [40, 75] . We note that, considering the mean values, the shift parameter predicted for the HEL model is way off these two values. On the other hand, it accommodates these two values within the error region, which is due to the large error in the parameter α.
In the following section, we summarize the work done in this paper and then conclude it by discussing the possible directions for improving the HEL model in the light of the investigations done in the current section.
Summary and future directions
We have examined the hybrid form of scale factor, namely, a product of power law and an exponential function, which provides a simple mechanism of transition from decelerating to accelerating phase. We showed that such an expansion history for the Universe can be obtained in the presence of dust for the particular case of Brans-Dicke theory of gravity. We also carried out the effective fluid and the single scalar field reconstruction using quintessence, tachyon and phantom fields, which can capture HEL in the framework of general relativity. We constrained the parameters of HEL model using the 25 + 580 data points from the latest H(z) and SN Ia compilations spanning in the redshift range 0.015 < z < 1.750. We compared the kinematics and dynamics of the HEL model with that of the standard ΛCDM model. One may observe from the results displayed in Table  3 that the two models are observationally indistinguishable in the vicinity of present epoch of the Universe. Statistically, we find ΛCDM model shows a slight better fit than the HEL model with the observational data. From the statefinder analysis of the HEL model in contrast with the other popular models such as Galileon, DGP, Chaplygin Gas and ΛCDM, we find that the HEL Universe evolves from radiation era to the de Sitter phase while the other models describe the Universe from the matter-dominated era to the de Sitter phase (see Fig. 2(b) ). The HEL model mimics the concordance ΛCDM behavior of the Universe at the present epoch.
Using the values of model parameters obtained from the observational analysis, we extrapolated HEL beyond matter dominated era in the early Universe to the redshift values z ∼ 10 9 − 10 8 , where BBN proccesses are expected to occur. We find that the HEL model predicts the 4 He abundance and time scale of the energy scales of the BBN processes with a great success. It is indeed interesting that the model is consistent with nucleosynthesis which tells us that the simple expansion law under consideration can successfully describe thermal history as well as the late time transition to accelerating phase. The HEL model successfully passes the BAO test.
We conclude that the HEL and ΛCDM models are indistinguishable at low red-shift values. Also, the HEL model is good at describing the early radiation dominated era and the current accelerating phase of the Universe at the same time. However, from the CMB test we find that it does not accommodate the matter-dominated era properly unless we consider the parameter α with its large errors. Thus, with the current form of HEL, one should choose either to start the model with radiation domination that faces inconsistencies related with matter domination or start the model with matter domination at the expense of probing back to the radiation domination. The second case is not interesting since we know that ΛCDM model is doing pretty well. If one pursues the first option, one then needs to improve the model by modifying HEL ansatz such that a correction to it would cure the issues related with the intermediate matter-dominated era. In this respect two different routes may be followed: (a) One can use two power laws multiplying with an exponential term. This will bring additional free parameters, which is not fine as we have seen in AIC, KIC and BIC analysis in Section 5. However, one can choose, for instance, one of the powers such that the Universe will be dominated by radiation in the early times (minutes time scale). (b) One can use the potentials we obtained for a single scalar field driving the HEL expansion for describing the dark energy component in a cosmological model, where the well known components of the universe, such as matter and radiation, are given explicitly. In this case, the presence of matter and/or radiation in addition to the dark energy source described by the potential will give rise to a deviation from HEL ansatz. The state of our understanding of current acceleration of the Universe argues for keeping an open mind. Obtaining new forms of potential for describing dark energy source through the scale factor with some interesting properties like the HEL ansatz may provide us an opportunity to generate new classes of solutions that may fit the cosmological observations successfully.
